
     Fourth Grade Literacy Curricular Targets       

Cycles of Implementation 

Fourth grade students will learn 

Cycles Fall Winter Spring 
Strategic Thinking Within The Text Monitoring and Correcting Searching For and Using 

Information 

Summarizing 

Strategic Thinking Beyond The Text Making Connections Predicting /  

Asking Questions 

Inferring 

Strategic Thinking About The Text Analyzing Synthesizing  Critiquing 

 

Monitoring and Correcting - I can monitor and correct as I read.  This means I know when and how to check whether 

the reading sounds right, looks right, and makes sense, and I am continuously working to solve problems as I read. 

• Monitor my understanding by rereading, pausing, skimming, or scanning through the text, and think aloud 

and/or reread when it no longer makes sense.  

• Pause and reflect after each paragraph or each section (genre specific) to monitor understanding.  

• Adjust reading strategies based on the type of text being read. 

• Use what is known about sounds, chunking, and prefixes and suffixes to read and understand words that are 

new or unfamiliar to me. 

• Adjust fluency to aide comprehension. 

• Read for multiple purposes. 

 

Making Connections - I can make meaningful connections to what I am reading.  This means I know how to use what 

is known to think about what will follow while reading continuous text. 

• Apply prior knowledge before, during, and after reading when reading both fiction and non-fiction text. 

• Make text to text, text to self, and text to world connections (themes, topics, story elements).    

• Make connections comparing the text to the reader's real-life experiences, other texts they have read or heard, 

as well as national or world events. 

• Specify the nature of connections (story elements, topic, content, genre, and author)    

• Tell how a text relates to a certain theme.     

• Explain or write about connections to improve understanding of the text. 

 

Analyzing - I can analyze texts that I have read.  This means I know how to examine elements of a text to know more 

about how it is constructed and notice aspects of the writer’s craft. 

• Notice aspects of genres and combined genres in hybrid texts. 

• Notice aspects of authors’ craft (style, language, perspective, themes) after reading several texts by the same 

author. 

• Notice figurative and descriptive language and how it adds meaning or enjoyment of the text. 

• Identify how the author or illustrator has used illustrations and other graphics to convey meaning or create 

mood. 

• Recognize when an author has used underlying organizational structures (description, compare/contrast, 

sequence, problem/solutions, cause/effect). 

• Understand if information is relevant to purpose. 

• Understand the relationship between setting, plot, and resolution of the story. 

• Understand the relationship between setting, plot, and resolution of the story. 
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Searching For and Using Information Guide Sheet - I can search for and use all kinds of information as I read.  This 

means I know how to search for and use all kinds of information from background knowledge and text. 

• Identify the purpose for reading in order to activate appropriate background knowledge for the content and 

structure of the material or learning experience. 

• Remember new information from reading, talking and sharing information in order to use with additional text.   

• Utilize existing background knowledge of topics or ideas by making connections, inferring, visualizing, 

questioning, determining importance, synthesizing, and self-monitoring text. 

• Use text features to search for information. 

• Use information from graphics and text together to gain understanding of text. 

• Process nonfiction texts with a variety of complex layouts. 

• Process long stretches of descriptive language and remember pertinent information through use of a KWL chart 

or other graphic organizers. 

• Explain about what is known and how it is connected to text. 

• Ask questions when new information is different from what is known about topic. 

• Use signal words from that author about important ideas on topic (for instance, but, such as, therefore, in fact, 

in conclusion, on the other hand). 

 

Predicting and Asking Questions - I can make predictions and ask questions as I read.  This means I know how to use 

what is known and how to ask questions to help think about what will follow while reading continuous text. 

• Support predictions with evidence from the text or from knowledge of the genre.  

• Search for and use information to confirm or disconfirm predictions. 

• Make a wide range of predictions based on personal experiences, content knowledge, and knowledge of similar 

texts. 

• Form questions and search for answers while reading.                             

• Ask questions and discuss understanding of text among peers. 

• Understand the purpose of reading in order to ask questions about key ideas, events, or text elements. 

 

Synthesizing - I can synthesize as I read.  This means I know how to put together information from the text and from 

my own background knowledge in order to create new understanding.  

• Mentally form categories of related information and revise categories as new information is acquired across the 

text.    

• Synthesize informational text using key text structures (e.g., sequence/chronology, cause/effect, 

compare/contrast, description, and problem/solution) 

• Demonstrate learning new content and perspectives through reading both fiction and non-fiction text.   

• Incorporate and apply thoughts, ideas, and understandings from previous materials when reading chapters, 

connected short stories, or sequels.                      

• Use problems and situations from text to develop new perspective on readers own lives. 
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Summarizing - I can summarize key information as I read.  This means I know how to put together and remember 

important information and disregard irrelevant information while reading. 

• Summarize a text at intervals during the reading of a longer text. 

• Identify important ideas in a text (character, setting, conflict resolution, plot, conflict, and climax) and express 

them in an organized manner. 

• Organize information from text in a sequential summary in order to understand larger themes.                                                          

• Summarize longer narrative texts both orally and in writing. 

 

Inferring - I can infer as I read.  This means I know how to go beyond the literal meaning of a text to think about what 

is not stated but is implied by the writer. 

• Use what the reader knows and has experienced to identify important ideas the author gives about the text. 

• Infer characters' feelings and motivations through reading their dialogue and their relationships with other 

characters.     

• Demonstrate understanding of characters (their traits, how and why they change), using evidence to support 

statements. 

• Infer the meaning of symbols used throughout text to gain a further understanding of text.   

• Identify significant events and tell how they are related to the problem of the story or the solution.                                                          

• Infer causes of problems and/or outcomes in fiction and nonfiction texts. 

• Infer the big ideas or themes of a text and discuss how they are applicable to our lives today.      

 

Critiquing - I can critique what I have read.  This means I know how to evaluate a text based on my personal world or 

text knowledge and think critically about the ideas in it. 

• Assess whether a text is authentic and consistent with life experience or prior knowledge.    

• Express tastes and preferences in reading and support choices with specific descriptions of text features (plot, 

use of language, kinds of characters, genres) 

• State opinions about a text and show evidence to support them both orally and in writing. 

• Evaluate aspects that add to the enjoyment or interest.              

• Critique a text as an example of a genre. 

• Assess the author's qualifications to write an informational text.



 

 

 

Fourth Grade Word Study Guide 

 

• High Frequency Word List Target:   I can accurately and fluently read the district’s high frequency word list at grade 

level. 

• Key Instructional Competencies:  Student can accurately and fluently read the words without sustained pausing. 

 

High Frequency Words  
addition cool island return 

afraid corn isn't rich 

afternoon corner lead ring 

ahead cover led rule 

ancient cross level sand 

anyone dead material science 

bad deal meant section 

bear death method send 

beyond decide million sense 

bit difficult nor sharp 

blood doesn't nose sight 

board drive note sign 

born engine opposite silver 

bought evening pair similar 

break fight party sit 

broken fill period son 

brother forward position song 

busy fresh practice spent 

capital garden pretty spread 

cat guess produce stick 

cattle hit pull stone 

cause hole race tail 

century hope radio team 

chance huge region teeth 

clean interest result temperature 



 

 

Fourth Grade Word Study Guide 

High Frequency Word List Target:   I can accurately and fluently read the district’s high frequency word list at grade level. 

 

 

 

 

 

High Frequency Words  
test    

therefore    

thick    

thin    

thousand    

train    

various    

wait    

weight    

we'll    

wife    

wouldn't    

wrong    

you'll    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    



 

 

Fourth Grade Word Study Guide 

Word Study List Target:  I can use prefixes, suffixes and my knowledge of words to read and write new or unknown words. 

Key Instructional Competencies:   

Student can use background knowledge of words and parts of words to make, read, write, and understand new words. 

 

 

Word Study: Word Families/ Prefixes/ Suffixes/ Word Parts 
Prefixes 

Third Grade Prefixes: dis-, non-, post-, mis-, over- 

Plus:  inter-, in-, super-, pro-, bi-, ex-, il-, ir-, im- 

 

Suffixes 

Third Grade Suffixes: -or, -ar, -y, -less, -ful, -en 

Plus:  -ial, -al, -ion, -able, -ible, -ous, -ment, -ness, -ish,  

-ance, -ic, -ey, -ist, -ar 

 

Root Words: 

port, struct, fact, geo, tele 

 

Meaning of prefixes, suffixes and root words  

Verb endings  

Recognize and form various tenses by adding endings -es, -

ed, -ing, -s to verbs. 

 

Multiple-Meaning Words  

Introduce Similes  

Introduce Metaphors  

Introduce Personification  

Introduce Hyperbole  

Introduce Idioms  

Third Grade: Introduce Comparatives/Superlatives  

Academic Vocabulary (all subject areas)  

Possessives 

Third Grade:  Introduce plural possessives 

 

Spelling Patterns 

Third Grade Spelling Patterns:  VCCC (light), VVCCC(eight) 

 

Third Grade:  Synonyms  

Third Grade:   Antonyms  

Third Grade:   Homophones  

Third Grade:   Homographs   

Third Grade:  Analogies  

  

  

  

  

  



 



 

 

Fourth Grade Word Study Guide 

Writing-Spelling Word List Target:   I can accurately and fluently write the district’s writing-spelling word list at grade level.  

Key Instructional Competencies:  Student can accurately and fluently write the words without sustained pausing. 

 

Writing – Spelling Words 

although happened thousand  

amount hour town  

anything hundred weather  

area instead whether  

beautiful instead within  

bottom island thousand  

box leaves town  

cannot longer   

carefully party   

child person   

children piece   

copy possible   

deep probably   

easy question   

everyone reading   

everything region   

fast simple   

feel six   

felt soft   

finally someone   

fine start   

friend stood   

full system   

gold ten   

government themselves   



 

 

Fourth Grade Word Study Guide 

Writing-Spelling Word List Target:   I can accurately and fluently write the district’s writing-spelling word list at grade level.  

Key Instructional Competencies:  Student can accurately and fluently write the words without sustained pausing. 

 

Writing – Spelling Words 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    



 

Fourth Grade Word Study Guide 

Academic Word List Target:  I understand and can use the academic vocabulary for my grade level in my reading, 

writing, and speaking. 

Key Instructional Competencies: Student can use academic word knowledge to comprehend reading materials 

and extend to writing and speaking. 

 

Academic Vocabulary 

Alphabet    

Author    

Blend    

Capital    

Character    

Edit    

Fact    

Fiction    

Illustration    

Index    

Journal    

Letter    

Lowercase    

Main character    

Main idea    

Nonfiction    

Poem    

Retell    

Rhyme    

Sentence    

Sequencing    

Setting    

Syllable    

Table of contents    

Uppercase    


